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“We’ll smile for today while watching the gentle 
sunset, and entrust our dream to tomorrow.”
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To find happiness in a world where it feels unreachable… 
Minagi is a troubled girl who cares very deeply for her family. 
Through no fault of anyone but fate, her family was splintered 
and Minagi sacrificed her identity to help ease her mother’s 
trauma. Likewise, Michiru’s spirit strove to ease Minagi’s trauma. 
This dream of comfort chained these two to the past. While they 
could avoid their pain, their happiness was a pale shadow of 
what it should be. 

Minagi’s route navigates this dream only to find that the answer 
lies beyond it; to break from the cycle of avoidance. In order to 
do this, Minagi just as her mother must face their fear head on 
and accept the harsh reality that Michiru is gone. It is only when 
they can move forward from the past that these two can forge 
a good life for themselves and create genuine happiness.

Fear cannot be a ruler of volition. Happiness is found on the 
other side of anxiety: where truth is accepted and genuine 
feelings reach the heart.

Minagi Tohno
Memory Red • Art Tomo

“Is there any purpose to wings that 
can’t fly?”
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“But now I want to thank you, for 
having me. Thats all I wanted to say.”

Kano Kirishima
Memory Aspirety • Art SuikaShoujo

As a child whose mother gave her own life for her to be born, 
Kano lives her life unable to accept the sacrifice her mother 
made, and wishes to disappear from the world and return the 
happiness her birth took from it. But maybe, we should consider 
that it’s for the sake of our happiness that we have parents and 
loved ones toiling to keep us happy and ensure us a bright future.

Kano’s route asserts that the wish to disappear and eliminate 
that burden would not bring anybody happiness in the end. 
Those that care about us, who make sacrifices for us, do so so 
that we may be happy; no parent would want to hear their child 
apologize for being born.

It’s not about living up to our parents expectations, but about 
learning that sometimes the selfish pursuit of happiness itself is 
the greatest gift we can offer those who worry about us. Maybe 
then, instead of apologising to those who’ve made sacrifices for 
us, we can thank them instead.
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“I forgot my wings when I was with 
thee, Ryuuya dono.”

The theme of Summer can be summed up in one word: family. 
And what starts out as a look into the past ends up as a tale of 
bonds that last over a century.

We begin our tale introduced to Kanna, the winged being, 
along with Ryuuya, her bodyguard, and Uraha, her faithful 
retainer. They embark on a journey to help Kanna find her 
mother, all while fighting the society that shuns them. But what 
they learn on their journey is not the importance of the bonds 
of blood, but the value of the bonds we make. The three, by the 
end, become a true family.

This cannot be made more clear than with Kanna’s sacrifice. 
She forgoes the continuity of her kin for the sake of protecting 
Ryuuya and Uraha. They, in turn, dedicate generations of their 
own kin to strive to bring her back. All this wraps around one 
central theme: that there are things that are bigger and more 
important than our own selves. These bonds with the people we 
call family are, without a doubt, the bonds that make life worth 
dying for, and life worth living for. 

Summer
Memory Pepe • Art Dizzy
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Happiness is an ever-present driver in our lives. It can be our 
reason for living, and it can be the thing we most want to pass on 
to our loved ones. I believe Misuzu’s story exists to teach us that, 
despite the many things that may prevent us from following our 
dreams - be it our own fears or external pressures - we mustn’t 
forget the importance of pursuing our own happiness.

Her story asks us to reflect on whose efforts have brought 
us the happiness we can experience right now, because we 
have as much a responsibility to them as we do to ourselves to 
pursue that happiness. No matter how scared or lost we may 
become, no matter how painful life gets, we must never forget 
that mission. Perhaps, the memory of having lived even a brief 
summer full of dazzling smiles with the people we love is enough 
to leave this world knowing we’ve lived our life to the fullest. For 
Misuzu, that was her one and only Goal worth struggling for.

Misuzu & Air
Memory Aspirety • Art Abondz

“But, I m so glad I kept going. Because 
my goal is, nothing but happiness”
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F a r e w e l l 
Song

bit.ly/KazAirBKCLB

K a z a m a t s u r i  B o o k c l u b

Kazamatsuri Chorus

Air Extra

Art: Cesca

Art: Tomo

Tori no UtaFarewell SongBookclub Podcast
Kazamatsuri ChorusKazamatsuri Community

bit.ly/SuiTori

Cover by SuikaShoujo

bit.ly/KazFwl

E x t e r n a l  C o n t e n t
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More Air Extra

Cosplay: Kahori • Miyu Nanami

Art: Alabbad Azhaar • RyuuTamotsu

Art: C. Zablan


